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ABSTRACT
Programming teachers have a strong need for easy-to-use instruments that provide reliable and pedagogically useful insights into student learning. Currently, no validated tools exist for rapidly assessing student understanding of basic programming knowledge. Concept inventories and the SCS1 questionnaire can offer great benefits; this article explores the additional value that may be gained from relatively simple self-evaluation metrics. We apply a lightweight self-evaluation instrument (SEI) in an introductory programming course and compare the results to existing performance measures, such as examination grades and the SCS1. We find that the SEI has a similar correlation with a program-writing examination as the SCS1 does, although both instruments correlate only moderately with the examination and each other. Furthermore, students are much more likely to voluntarily answer the lightweight SEI than SCS1. Overall, our results suggest that both the SEI and other instruments need to be greatly improved and outline future work towards that end.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Teachers assess students for many reasons. For example, they want to provide feedback, evaluate their own teaching, attend to a class’s prior knowledge in course design [18, 42, 46, 52, 56, 57], recommend suitable learning activities or modules to individual students [7], help students assess themselves and self-regulate their learning [60], identify at-risk students [54], and compare students to cross-institutional benchmarks [11, 38].

These ambitions create a need for a range of assessments. Sometimes, a detailed assessment is necessary; at other times, a numerical overall grade will do. It is sometimes fine for students to self-assess their abilities; at other times, an external evaluator or formal test is required. While certain assessments must be mandatory, others should remain voluntary. In some cases, it is acceptable that assessment takes time; in others, the assessment must be quick even at the expense of accuracy.

In some fields of education, validated assessment tools are available for teachers to use, such as the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) [11], while computing education still lacks such tools. Nevertheless, the assessment of computing skills has attracted much interest. One strand of prior research aims to build concept inventories and similar tests of students’ programming ability and knowledge. The SCS1 questionnaire [35], for instance, uses a set of 27 multiple-choice questions about pseudo-code programs to measure students’ knowledge of imperative programming. Such instruments, which directly target student knowledge, are potentially very valuable. However, taking such a test is time-consuming and can be stressful for students; moreover, heavyweight tests are poorly suited for repeated assessment within a single study module.

Other researchers have indirectly assessed students’ computing skills through the lens of self-efficacy: the students’ belief in their ability to perform certain tasks. Danielsiek et al. [12] validated an instrument for measuring self-efficacy in algorithms courses. Self-efficacy has been shown to correlate strongly with successful learning [4, 24, 40] and can be assessed rapidly. However, it is not a direct measure of students’ conceptual understanding.

To measure students’ prior knowledge, skills, and conceptual understanding, students could self-assess their own skills. Self-assessment is the evaluation or judgment of “the worth” of one’s performance and the identification of strengths and weaknesses with a goal of improving one’s learning outcomes [38]. In short, self-evaluation is particularly suited for assessing past or current work, and self-efficacy attempts to estimate the confidence and extrapolate future performance.

Ross [38] reviews evidence from previous research suggesting that self-assessment contributes to higher student achievement and improved behavior. Furthermore, there is evidence that supports the reliability of self-assessment in terms of internal consistency, consistency across tasks and items, and over short periods of time. However, age, experience, the expectancy of grading, and prior achievement impact on how students self-evaluate. Thus,
self-assessments tend to correlate only moderately with teacher assessments. Miller [30] shows that ceiling effects in self-assessment studies are related to overly vague or difficult to understand scoring criteria. Instrument sensitivity can be increased by adding measurement levels and precisely defined criteria.

Self-assessment is also a key element of self-regulated learning [22] and closely related to self-efficacy. In literature, the terms self-assessment and self-evaluation are often used interchangeably; we will use the term self-evaluation when discussing our work.

This article continues the work of Duran et al. [13] to develop and validate a self-evaluation instrument (SEI). The SEI complements existing assessment tools by rapidly surveying students’ understanding of introductory programming concepts.

We aim for the SEI to include the following characteristics: (1) It can be answered quickly. Students volunteer to answer the SEI when prompted and complete it; (2) It captures pedagogically useful information about students’ prior programming knowledge and the growth of this knowledge as they learn, reflecting students’ progress along a learning trajectory of code-comprehension skills; (3) It highlights differences between programming concepts (rather than being a single generic measure of programming ability or self-confidence); (4) Despite not being a rigorous test of ability, it provides some insight into the actual performance as measured by more heavyweight instruments; (5) It does not “feel like an exam” but promotes reflection and self-evaluation; (6) It is easy for students to understand without prior training: students need not answer questions about highly abstract concepts and generic learning objectives; (7) Instead, it is phrased in terms of learning objectives, programming language, and other contextual factors of a particular CS1 course; (8) Its generic structure can be adapted to different courses; (9) It is easy to administer at scale.

In practice, our SEI is an online survey that asks students to rate their own understanding of selected programming concepts. By administering the SEI repeatedly at different stages of an introductory programming MOOC, we explored the practicality of the SEI. Furthermore, while investigating the SEI, we also administered the SCS1 at the end of the MOOC and checked whether our student cohort is comparable in terms of SCS1 performance to other cohorts reported in the literature. This gave us an opportunity to replicate some of the results from the nascent body of research on the SCS1.

Our research questions are as follows:

**RQ1** How do students answer the SEI and SCS1: do they volunteer to answer and complete them?

**RQ2** Does the SEI capture CS1 students’ growing confidence in their programming knowledge as they learn?

**RQ3** Does the SEI reveal concept-specific differences in students’ evaluations of their ability?

**RQ4** Does the SEI have external validity: to what extent do students’ self-evaluations agree with existing performance metrics, such as examination grades and the SCS1?

**RQ5** Do our students find the same SCS1 questions difficult as the students in earlier studies did?

## 2 RELATED WORK

The computing education research (CER) community has introduced numerous instruments for assessing students’ knowledge and skills (e.g. [2, 12, 16, 17, 21, 27, 31, 33, 36, 37, 39, 41, 45, 55]). Margulieux et al. [28] provide a comprehensive list of the validated ones. In this section, we comment on selected studies that either provide useful benchmarks or are similar to the present work by exploring self-evaluation or self-efficacy in a computing context.

Some of the best-known validated tests of programming knowledge include the FCS1 [49] and SCS1 [6, 35]. The FCS1 is a multiple-choice test of concepts commonly covered in CS1 courses: students answer questions about programs written in imperative pseudocode. It was validated and shown to be reliable and positively correlated with course grades. The SCS1 [35] is a more easily available isomorphic version of the FCS1; it has a similar internal consistency and a strong correlation with the FCS1. Since their introduction, the FCS1 and SCS1 have been used in many other studies as performance benchmarks [23, 32, 50, 51, 58].

Danielsiek et al. [12] developed and validated a questionnaire for assessing self-efficacy in an algorithms course. This instrument prompts students to evaluate themselves by rating 21 short statements about their algorithm-related abilities. The authors administered it several times, demonstrating that students’ self-efficacy increased as they learned.

Murphy and Tenenberg [31] examined upper-level CS students’ ability to self-assess their knowledge of data structures. They compared a single question that asked students to self-assess their performance on a test with the students’ actual test score. The results revealed a moderate correlation between students’ (n=61) estimates and quiz performance; students with higher scores were more accurate. In another study, Kallia and Sentance [21] used a combination of two self-efficacy measures and a single self-assessment question to investigate relationships between function-related misconceptions and self-efficacy for programming. They found that students who hold misconceptions about programming demonstrate significantly lower levels of self-efficacy than students who have few or no misconceptions and overestimate their performance in the self-assessment.

Ngai et al. [33] sought to alleviate CS1 students’ assessment anxiety by teaching them to self-evaluate. The students in the pilot study (n=13) used a given rubric to rate themselves on three programming skills — debugging, coding and programming — and even gave themselves an overall grade. Ngai et al. found that the self-evaluations correlated strongly with instructor-given grades (.78) and the grades from a final examination (.85).

Alaoutinen and Smolander [2] created a survey instrument intended for teachers to assess student knowledge as well as for students to self-evaluate their development. Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy [3], the instrument asks students to evaluate their knowledge and skills in the context of introductory programming in the C language. Students were to estimate at which level they could successfully operate, selecting a different Bloom level for each concept. The students’ self-evaluations correlated strongly with exam grades (.54), and the topics considered more difficult by teachers were also rated more difficult by the students.

While many studies above overlap with ours in one respect or another, none address the same combination of goals as we do. The study by Alaoutinen and Smolander [2] is arguably the most similar to ours; our work can be seen as an effort to refine theirs. Compared to their study, we aim to (1) phrase our SEI in more concrete terms
(as suggested by the literature on self-evaluation), thus relieving
students from the burden to interpret Bloom levels, which is known
to be difficult even for teachers [29]; and (2) connect our SEI to a
learning trajectory of code-comprehension skills.

The next section summarizes the development and structure of
our SEI, as originally presented by Duran et al. [15]. The subsequent
sections present our study design and answer the five research
questions listed above.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT

Our prototype SEI (available at https://goo.gl/nGR9Th) is intended
for imperative object-oriented programming in Java but can be
adapted to other contexts. The SEI is inspired by the self-evaluation
rubric of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR)
for languages [11, p. 26-27] and the theoretical and empirical works
in CER that suggest a hierarchy of code-comprehension skills
[9, 14, 25, 26, 47, 48, 59]. The framework levels are organized in a
hierarchy of skills from comprehending the meaning, syntax, and
semantics of a concept (A), to predict the effect of syntax on pro-
gram behavior, i.e., tracing (B), and the ability to comprehend and
summarize patterns (C). We introduce granularity to those levels by
adding sub-levels of complexity as the number and quality of inter-
acting elements [5, 14, 44] and students’ familiarity with the code.
Instructional designers can use as many levels as necessary in their
adapted instrument. Each sub-level includes a statement reflecting
the conceptual level of code comprehension and its associated skill,
including the level of complexity.

As we expected students to have varied backgrounds and levels
of expertise, we introduced three sub-levels to the first level (A):
an unfamiliarity level (A0), a familiarity with the general meaning
of a concept (A1), and comprehension of syntax and semantics of
a concept (A2). By mastering level A, students can conceptually
comprehend a concept (e.g. loop) and recognize its syntax in the code
(e.g. the for keyword) without being able to predict its functionality
when applied to a concrete case.

After mastering level A, students can trace code on level B. Stu-
dents at level B1 can trace code with few elements, predicting the
code output when using concrete values and code with descriptive
naming conventions (e.g. the code “for count in range of 10”
denotes “repeat 10 times”). At level B2, students can achieve the
same results as in level B1 but can also deal with several simultane-
ously interacting elements (e.g. code including many abutted loops
with inner conditional structures). Recognizing patterns and sum-
marizing code are the most advanced code comprehension skills.

At level C1, students can recognize patterns using a concept even if
code-naming conventions are non-standard and comprehend code
with a variety of abstract inputs (e.g. recognize lower-level patterns,
such as traversing a collection, checking for negative numbers,
or adding elements to a list). Finally, at level C2, students should
master all other levels and can generalize the purpose of the code,
and summarize it in plain English (e.g. summarize code as "a filter
function that takes a list as input and outputs all positive numbers").

We evaluated programming concepts typically found in impera-
tive CS1 courses: variables and assignment (var), input and output
(io), expressions and arithmetic operators (exp), conditional state-
mements (sel), loops and iteration (loops), data collections (dc), functions
and methods (func) and classes and objects (objs) [49]. The original
instrument and questions were created in English and then trans-
lated into Finnish by an expert language instructor and an expert
programming instructor.

The CEFR companion volume for new descriptors [34] describes
three validation phases for new instrument scales: initial research
and development (intuitive phase), improving the categories and
quality of descriptors (qualitative phase) and calibrating the best
descriptors to a mathematical scale, and confirming the cut-offs
between levels (quantitative phase). Our intuitive phase consisted
of exploratory work to define the number of levels, sub-levels,
and phrasing of statements by the first and second authors. The
qualitative phase iteration was conducted by the authors until a
saturation point was reached and an overall agreement achieved.

Our prior work [13] explored the metrics of internal consistency
in a pilot by analyzing the prototype SEI answers of 2196 students at
the beginning of week 1. These results indicated that the instrument
is highly reliable (Cronbach’s α = .98) and could distinguish itself
from traditional metrics [15], while strongly correlating with them.
In this article, we further explore the quantitative data.

4 STUDY SETTING AND DATA COLLECTION

This study was conducted during a programming online course
available at https://ohjelmointi-19.mooc.fi), offered as a MOOC
by the University of Helsinki. The basic course lasts seven weeks
(December to February) covering the principles of programming in
Java. Each week covers the following concepts:

- **Week 1**: Stdin/Stdio, variables, conditionals, while loops.
- **Week 2**: Logical operators, methods and parameters, call stack.
- **Week 3**: Lists and arrays, loops, strings, testing.
- **Week 4**: Files, file system, classes and objects.
- **Week 5**: Primitive and referential variables, method overloading,
  comparing objects, lists as objects.
- **Week 6**: Classes and objects, methods, hashmaps.
- **Week 7**: Sorting and searching, unit testing.

The course is taken by both degree and non-affiliated students at
the University of Helsinki. When starting the course, students fill in
a research consent form and background questionnaire (Duran et al.
[13] explores the relationship between the SEI and background
questions in more detail). Answering the questionnaire was vol-
untary but included an incentive raffle of movie tickets. Students
could skip any question and choose not to give research consent.
The mean age of respondents (n=3801) is 35.26 years, of which
54.35% reported themselves as males, 44.41% as females, 0.63% as
not specified and 1.6% did not answer. Students’ prior CS experience
was not specified and could skip any question and choose not to give research consent.
The mean age of respondents (n=3801) is 35.26 years, of which
54.35% reported themselves as males, 44.41% as females, 0.63% as
not specified and 1.6% did not answer. Students’ prior CS experience
was heterogeneous (median = 10, mean = 370.17, std.dev = 1897.87
total hours programmed) as was CS prior education (median = 0,
mean = 1.68, std.dev = 4.23 courses completed).

The SEI was an optional task. Data was collected using an online
tool that presents all levels simultaneously, and students could
skip any concept. As typical with MOOCs, the dropout rate was
high, and the number of respondents decreased over the weeks.
The SEI was applied at the beginning of week 1 (n=3807) and week
4 (n=1379) in the course, and at the end of week 7 (n=867).

The SEI was applied at the beginning of week 1 (n=3807) and week
4 (n=1379) in the course, and at the end of week 7 (n=867).
then presented online as an optional task at the end of week 7 (simultaneously with the SEI). From the 640 students who answered the SCS1, 477 gave permission to conduct research with their data. We only considered test-takers those who answered at least 10 questions [58], yielding a total of 440 respondents. At the end of week 7, students (n=740) took an online exam (3 questions, weighted 20%, 30%, and 50%, respectively) to determine the final course grade. While only a part of the final grading, participating in the exam was voluntary. The course exam included three questions:

Q1 was a modified version of the Rainfall problem [43] done with String lengths.

Q2 asked students to create a set of static methods that create and handle lists and maps.

Q3 asked students to create an object (e.g. a musician) and then another object that contains such objects (e.g. a band). Additionally, students were expected to construct a set of methods ranging from getters to methods that iterate over the nested objects, such as asking the musicians of the band to play and to output the average experience of the musicians.

Due to the voluntary nature of the tasks, there was much variation in the way students completed them. A total of 283 students completed the SCS1 and course exam, while 261 also completed the SEI on week 7. Considering the whole course, 205 students completed all tasks on week 7 and also answered the background questionnaire and the SEI on week 1.

5 RESULTS

RQ1: Student Responses to the SEI and SCS1

To investigate student answers to the prototype SEI and SCS1 (RQ1), we compared the completion rates of the SEI in Week 7 with those of the SCS1 and course exam. Of the 867 respondents who attempted the SEI in Week 7:

- 867 (100%) completed the SEI.
- 498 (57.4%) completed the exam.
- 376 (43.36%) answered > 10 questions of SCS1 (test-takers).
- 319 (36.79%) answered at least half of SCS1 questions.
- 84 (9.69%) answered all questions of SCS1.

Of the 740 respondents who attempted the course exam:

- 740 (100%) completed the course exam.
- 498 (67.3%) completed the SEI.
- 254 (34.32%) answered > 10 questions of SCS1 (test-takers).
- 216 (29.19%) answered at least half of SCS1 questions.
- 55 (7.4%) answered all questions of SCS1.

Of the 477 respondents who attempted at least one question of SCS1:

- 422 (88.47%) completed the SEI.
- 283 (59.33%) completed the exam.
- 440 (99.24%) answered > 10 questions of SCS1 (test-takers).
- 365 (76.52%) answered at least half of SCS1 questions.
- 92 (19.29%) answered all questions of SCS1.

Students answered both the SEI and SCS1 within the same survey system and links to the instruments were placed into the material next to each other. While expecting the shorter questionnaire to receive more answers than the lengthier SCS1, we were nevertheless surprised by the large difference in the numbers of respondents. To better understand this phenomenon, we considered the written feedback received by the course staff. There was no student feedback about the SEI. This was in stark contrast to the SCS1, on which the students volunteered to give a noticeable amount of negative feedback. For example, some students complained about the unclear purpose of the test; a mismatch between SCS1 questions and course content urged them to make assumptions about the constructs of the language. Some argued that the SCS1 is, perhaps, testing how to read other people’s code, something not practiced in the course. Students also complained about the 1-hour time frame to complete the test, arguing that it requires very quick reasoning and good problem-solving skills.

Students also stated that fill-in-the-blanks exercises were good and tested their logic understanding, but tracing questions felt like “processing speed and memory tests”. Questions that checked variable output after method calls were considered difficult since students felt that this behavior is particular to a given programming language and hard to assess in pseudocode. Some even noted that if the course exam difficulty was as high as the SCS1, they could even consider withdrawing from the course. In some cases, students removed their research consent after seeing the SCS1.

RQ2: Students’ Growing Confidence

To investigate if students’ confidence in their programming ability increased during the course (RQ 2), we examined the descriptive statistics of the SEI on weeks 1, 4 and 7 (Table 1). Table 2 shows that the differences between each week’s means by concept (δ) are all significant at p < .001 using a Mann-Whitney U-Test. The effect size (Cohen’s d [10]) of changes from week 1 to week 4 and week 1 to week 7 is large. The changes from week 4 to week 7 were much smaller, except for classes and objects with a large effect size. Figure 1 shows that these findings match the timeline of course contents, particularly the small effect size of ∆ in all concepts from week 4 to 7, except for classes and objects, introduced in week 4, which could still be considered as a ‘new content’ for students.

Figure 1: Content timeline and mean levels of SEI concepts.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of SEI concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Week 4</th>
<th></th>
<th>Week 7</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARS</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOPS</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNC</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\Delta = \text{mean difference}\)

Table 2: \(\Delta\) of means by SEI concept and effect size of \(\Delta\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Week 4 - Week 1</th>
<th>Week 7 - Week 4</th>
<th>Week 7 - Week 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta)</td>
<td>Cohen’s d</td>
<td>(\Delta)</td>
<td>Cohen’s d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.75*</td>
<td>1.56*</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>3.04*</td>
<td>1.67*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>2.78*</td>
<td>1.48*</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL</td>
<td>2.61*</td>
<td>1.45*</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOPS</td>
<td>2.71*</td>
<td>1.51*</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNC</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>1.49*</td>
<td>.83*</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\ast = p < .05, \dagger = large, \ddagger = small\) and \(\star = \text{negligible effects}\).

RQ3: Concept-Specific Differences in Ability

To investigate if the instrument can distinguish between concept-specific differences in students’ evaluations of their ability (RQ3), we examined if the evaluations could be better understood as single or multiple factor models. We conducted an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to examine possible factor structures that fit the SEI data. A parallel analysis using a minimum residual method suggested between 1 and 4 factors for week 1, and between 2 and 4 factors for weeks 4 and 7.

We performed a Factor Analysis (FA) to investigate the structure of concepts. Believing that factors were correlated and data distribution was not normal, we used an oblique rotation and Ordinary Least Squared/Minres factoring method. Week 1 analysis determined that only the one-factor model exhibited acceptable factor loadings (> .3), as shown in Figure 2(a)(i). Week 4 analysis showed acceptable factor loadings using 2, 3 and 4 factors and week 7 showed acceptable factor loadings using 2 and 3 factors.

Figure 2: Factor loadings on weeks 1 and 7 for overall data (a) and experienced students (n=51) (b).

We performed a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) fitting the data into the FA suggested models using Maximum Likelihood (ML) as an estimation method. Model parameters suggest that the one-factor model fits week 1 data well [20]. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI) of .92 shows that the one-factor model is a better fit than a more restricted baseline model (values > .9 are usually accepted). The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), which measures how closely the model reproduces data patterns (penalizing more complex models), has a value of .11, which is very close to the suggested value of acceptance (\(\leq .1\)). A Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) is an absolute measure of fit, defined as the standardized difference between the observed and predicted correlations. The one-factor model shows a good fit for the data, with an SRMR of .021 (\(\leq .08\) is considered a good fit).

Since the models suggested for weeks 4 and 7 had different numbers of factors and factor structures, they could not be considered nested. To test which model more accurately describes the data, we performed a Vuong test [53] and analyzed estimators of fit when necessary. The test showed that the four-factor model was distinguishable from the other models with less factors and was considered a better fit for week 4 data (\(z = -2.01, p = .02\)), and model fit indicators can all be considered acceptable: CFI = .99 (\(> 9\)), RMSEA = .063 (\(\leq 1\)), SRMR = .016 (\(\leq .08\)). Factor one concepts (loadings) are: variables (0.85), I/O (0.8) and expressions (0.88). Factor two concepts are selection (0.95) and loops (0.96). Factor three consists of data collections (1), while functions (0.93), and classes and objects (0.68) loaded into factor four.

Vuong tests further showed that three and two-factor models for week 7 could not be considered distinguishable (\(w2 = .001, p = .54\)), and parameter indicators were very similar for both models. In general, models with smaller Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) can be considered better fits to data. The three-factor model showed smaller (non-significant) values for AIC (-1.46) and BIC (-6.23). Overall, both models can be accepted. Since the only difference between model structures is a (loadings would remain when focusing on expert students (measured by students’ self-reported total hours programmed, i.e. HPT). Since HPT was collected in week 1, we considered in this analysis only students who completed all course tasks (n=205).

For experienced students (upper quartile), the EFA analysis recommended 1, 2 or 3 factors for week 1. The Vuong test showed that the three models are distinguishable, the three-factor model was a better fit (\(z = -0.98, p = 0.16\)), and its indicators were within the recommended parameters (SRMR = .03, RMSEA = .16, CFI = .96, TLI = .94, \(\chi^2 = 40.78, p = 0.0\)). For Week 7, the EFA analysis suggested 2 or 3 factors. The Vuong test showed that the two and three-factor models are not distinguishable, but the indicators of the three-factor model (SRMR = .03, RMSEA = .08, CFI = .99, TLI = .
.98, $\chi^2 = 516.26, p = 0, AIC = 374.57, BIC = 426.72$ were a better fit than the two-factor model ($SRMR = .04, RMSEA = .15, CFI = .95, TLI = .93, \chi^2 = 516.26, p = 0, AIC = 388.99, BIC = 437.29$).

Figure 2 (b) shows the factor loadings for the best fit models for experienced students on weeks 1 and 7.

**RQ4: External Validity**

Many studies have investigated the student performance using the FCS1/SCS1 [23, 32, 50, 51, 58]. One main advantage of using a validated instrument is to produce comparable and generalizable results, providing meaningful information about the investigated context. To study the external validity of the SEI (RQ4), we first examine metrics reliability over the weeks and later show how the instrument correlates with the course final exam and SCS1.

The metrics of internal consistency and construct validity show that the SEI is very reliable. Cronbach’s $\alpha$ reliability test is very high: $\alpha = .98$ on week 1, $\alpha = .92$ on week 4 and $\alpha = .96$ on week 7. Removing items from the instrument does not increase its reliability, except for an increase of .03 when removing classes and objects on week 4. The composite reliability of the instrument is also very high: .98 for week 1, .94 for week 4 and .95 for week 7. Figure 3 shows Spearman’s correlations (corrected with Bonferroni’s method for multiple observations) between the concepts during the course.

![Figure 3: Correlations of SEI concepts on weeks 1, 4 and 7. Size and color of circles correspond to size of correlation.](image)

The final course exam test-takers (n=740) achieved a mean of 76.16 (.86 standard error) points (min = 3.33, max = 100) and a standard deviation $\sigma = 23.26$. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ reliability test showed that the course exam was reliable ($\alpha = .79$). A Spearman correlation test was performed to check how each programming question correlated with the final score and each other. Question 1 showed a moderate correlation with questions 2 (.46) and 3 (.47), and question 2 showed a strong correlation (.62) with question 3 (all at $p < .001$). Questions 1 (.54), 2 (.79) and 3 (.82) were strongly correlated with the course exam grade ($p < .001$).

Figure 5 presents the Spearman’s correlation between the course exam, SCS1 and SEI on week 7 (n=205). The SEI on week 7 and SCS1 had a very similar correlation with course exam grades while being moderately correlated with each other ($r = .31$). Whereas Parker et al. [35] does not provide a correlation of SCS1 with course grades, Tew and Guzdial [49] reported the same correlation (.51) between the FSC1 and a final exam.

**RQ5: Replication of SCS1 Results**

As noted above, we found similar student performance on the SCS1 and similar metrics of the SCS1’s internal reliability as earlier studies. We now seek to provide a more nuanced analysis to investigate if our data suggests difficulties in the same questions (RQ5) by [58] found that items 20, 24 and 27 were problematic. By analyzing the factor loadings, we found that questions 6 (.08) and 20 (.18) had a poor loading while Xie et al. [58] reported questions 20, 24 and 27 with poor loadings. Figure 4 shows the Spearman’s correlations (Bonferroni’s corrected) of all 27 items of SCS1 and its mean score.

![Figure 4: Correlations between SCS1 questions (1-27) and the test mean (M). Several questions showed non-significant correlations and could be considered problematic (e.g. 6, 20).](image)
conducted an Item Response Theory (IRT) analysis using previous research [35, 58] as benchmarks for methods and results.

As the test was provided online, one question at a time, we argue that the conditional independence of items is still accepted [58].

To test the unidimensionality of data, one requirement for IRT, we performed a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), fitting the data into a single latent factor model using Weighted Least Squares (WLSMV) as the estimation method [58]. The single latent model indicators (CFI = .931, RMSEA = .039 and SRMR = .048) suggest an acceptable fit, very close to Xie et al. [58]'s values (CFI = .98, RMSEA = .014 and SRMR = .079).

An ANOVA test confirmed that a three-parameter (3PL) model was a better fit than restricted models, with all items fitting our data. The SCS1 can be considered moderately difficult with a mean difficulty $\delta_j = .81$ (Table 3). Students’ ability $\theta$ ranged from $\theta = [-1.74, 2.76]$ with a mean value of .018. The first quartile students showed an ability estimation $\theta = -0.65$, while fourth quartile students showed an ability estimation $\theta = .66$. All discrimination values $a_j$ can be considered meaningful (> 0.4) [58]. Since our analysis used a 3PL (as opposed to a 2PL by Xie et al.) some questions showed a positive value in the third parameter, which can be interpreted as a pseudo-guessing value where students at lower levels of ability no longer show a 0 probability of having a correct answer, but instead a $(y_j)$ probability.

Table 3 shows that questions 6 and 20 were the most difficult $(\delta_j)$, but no question was considered too difficult $(\delta_j > 3)$, as opposed to Xie et al. [58] results $(\delta_k)$ where questions 5, 13, 15 and 18 were regarded as too difficult. Using Parker et al. [35] methodology (% of correct answers), questions 3 (8%), 11 (51%), 12 (55%), 19 (61%), and 23 (64%) could be considered moderately difficult and all other items hard. Parker et al. found that questions 1, 2, 3, 19 and 23 could be considered moderately difficult and all other questions hard.

6 DISCUSSION

Our RQ1 concerned student responses to the SEI and SCS1. We expected that students would more likely volunteer to answer the SEI than take a test, which was clearly the case. Even when compared to the course exam (which was optional but affected grading), the number of SEI answers is almost two times higher than for the SCS1. Possible explanations for such behavior include that students generally dislike being tested, even when not graded [19]; a mismatch between the course content and what the SCS1 measures; low sensitivity of pseudocode; or even the perspective of having a low test score stored for future research. We suggest that the SEI may reduce test anxiety, providing more opportunities for students to self-reflect and improve their meta-cognition skills [39] as well as plan their learning.

While we did not specifically collect information regarding the SEI application (e.g. feedback and time on task), students voluntarily provided (negative) feedback on the SCS1. One obvious weakness of testing is that, while potentially more accurate, it can be a time-consuming and strenuous task (only 19.29% of those who attempted the SCS1 completed it in full). Students particularly commented on the short time limit of the SCS1 (an opinion shared by the authors). Recent research shows that extensive mental effort can interfere with learning by depleting cognitive resources [8]. Our results suggest that the SCS1 may put off students; thus, we encourage new approaches that alleviate this behavior, such as self-evaluations or lighter versions of the SCS1 [6]. Given the simplified nature of the SEI, based on the extremely high completion rates (i.e. everyone who attempted the SEI also completed it) and comparable correlations with course grades, we suggest that the SEI can be an efficient additional tool in the assessment process of learning.

Students’ growing confidence as measured by the SEI matches the course structure (e.g. very limited effect sizes from week 4 to 7 in all concepts, except for the still "new" ones. See Figure 1). Future research should investigate if such increase and discrimination between the concepts would be even more evident in a course timeline that introduces concepts at a slower pace. The results suggest that the instrument can distinguish between concepts and that this distinction improves with repeated measurements, which corroborates the findings that self-evaluation can improve with practice [38]. While week 1 showed similar loadings for all concepts (except for classes and objects. See Figure 2), the distinction between the concepts became more pronounced and the factor structure changed as students became more knowledgeable and experienced with the contents. Factor loadings and structure of experienced students on week 1 are similar to the entire cohort at the end of the course. This implies that the SEI discriminates concepts early and not only follow the course content timeline.

![Figure 5: Distribution and Spearman’s correlations between the SCS1, course exam, and SEI (** p < .001) with learning by depleting cognitive resources [8]. Our results suggest that the SCS1 may put off students; thus, we encourage new approaches that alleviate this behavior, such as self-evaluations or lighter versions of the SCS1 [6]. Given the simplified nature of the SEI, based on the extremely high completion rates (i.e. everyone who attempted the SEI also completed it) and comparable correlations with course grades, we suggest that the SEI can be an efficient additional tool in the assessment process of learning.

Table 3: Parameters of SCS1 questions using a 3PL model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>j</th>
<th>$d_j$(SE)</th>
<th>$\delta_k$</th>
<th>$a_j$(SE)</th>
<th>$y_j$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>$d_j$(SE)</th>
<th>$\delta_k$</th>
<th>$a_j$(SE)</th>
<th>$y_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.89 (.23)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>.64 (.33)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.52 (.12)</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>.26 (.38)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.62 (.16)</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.03 (.52)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.98 (.09)</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>2.81 (.52)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7 (.58)</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.37 (.18)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.86 (.16)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.37 (.33)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.76 (.37)</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.79 (.49)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.7 (.1)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.33 (.44)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.25 (.14)</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>2.16 (.58)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.36 (.15)</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>1.99 (.2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.93 (.16)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>1.29 (.17)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.33 (.08)</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>2.51 (.33)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>83 (.11)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.11 (.44)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4.81 (.46)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.02 (.13)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.24 (.7)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.77 (.12)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.66 (.31)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>73 (.32)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.04 (.34)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>.45 (.09)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.57 (.19)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>71 (.21)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>3.24 (.26)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>.55 (.11)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.28 (.17)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>41 (.15)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.12 (.49)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.31 (.11)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.2 (.43)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>.016 (.09)</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>1.58 (.19)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.49 (.09)</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>1.56 (.19)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.46 (.19)</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>1.18 (.36)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>.84 (.1)</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.55 (.52)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.76 (.16)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.06 (.61)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When designing the SEI, our aim was to create a lightweight tool while functioning as a self-evaluation tool for students to support without discussing the test questions themselves. What makes Q6 whereas the SEI instrument is designed to be flexible and allow (Table 3). However, we know little about self-evaluation ability of these students. Thus, it is difficult to determine their accuracy and compare them with other cohorts, and we can offer only limited transferability claims.

While the SEI correlation with the exam was marginally strong, so was the case with the SCS1 (Figure 5). Ross [38] suggests that such comparisons must be taken with caution since course exams can be biased. Teachers and students may have different expectations about the suitability of an exam to evaluate the learning of course contents. In our case, we stress that while both the SCS1 and prototype SEI focus on code (or concept) comprehension skills, the final course exam was a program writing test.

Due to poor internal correlations and student feedback (see Figure 4), the SCS1 results can be difficult to interpret, and many questions with several interacting concepts make it difficult to measure student knowledge. Other approaches have provided higher correlations with course exams (e.g. [1]), but they require costly and extensive knowledge of student data. Some students also argued that the SCS1 aligns poorly with course contents. Moreover, validated tests are less flexible and difficult to adapt to other contexts, whereas the SEI instrument is designed to be flexible and allow customization. We further discuss possibilities to further improve the SEI in our conclusions.

While the SCS1 performance of our group matches with previous research, the same could not be observed when analyzing question-by-question responses. The IRT analysis showed that not only the difficulties of the questions were ranked differently, but also some questions showed very dissimilar difficulties and performance (Table 3). For example, Q5 can be considered very easy for our group, but moderately difficult to those of Xie et al. [58]. Conversely, we observed the opposite phenomenon in Q6. Q18 was difficult for our group but very difficult for students of Xie et al. (the same applies to Q13 and Q15). While a performance and difficulty analysis could elicit differences between groups, this analysis is incomplete without discussing the test questions themselves. What makes Q6 so hard for one group and not for another? Is this a case of different course structure and content, or perhaps a different phenomenon? For this reason, we suggest that in future the CER community should not only examine the test performance but also analyze the test questions to understand this phenomenon.

7 CONCLUSION
When designing the SEI, our aim was to create a lightweight tool that provides meaningful information to students and instructors, while functioning as a self-evaluation tool for students to support self-regulated learning. Our current findings support the notion that the SEI could be a useful and efficient tool, even as a prototype. It provides fair discrimination of concepts, captures students’ increasing confidence in their code comprehension ability, is internally reliable and coherent, allows repeated measures without losing its validity, and can be publicly available. Our tentative framework shows potential to develop other SEIs that can be easy to scale and apply. Furthermore, it allows students from diverse backgrounds to be assessed with relative accuracy and provides students an opportunity to self-reflect without the burden of feeling tested.

However, the instrument and our results have some limitations. The validation of the instrument shows that the prototype SEI achieved some of these goals partially. Measures of divergent validity (e.g. comparing the SEI with self-efficacy instruments) could provide further support of a distinguishable construct. There is certainly an overlap between self-efficacy and self-evaluation. Our results show that, like Danielsiek et al. [12], there is an increase in students’ perception of programming related ability and distinguishable factors in the instrument. Whereas Danielsiek et al. [12] evaluates skills such as algorithm design, runtime analysis, and pseudocode writing and tracing, our instrument evaluates the ability to comprehend programming concepts.

The SEI still requires stronger evidence of external validation. While our results were comparable in this respect to those of the SCS1, we believe that both the SEI and tests could be improved to provide more reliable and accurate information. The final exam used code writing questions while the SEI evaluates code comprehension ability, which could explain the correlation levels observed in our results. Future research should also aim to compare the SEI and SCS1 with code comprehension course exams.

In addition to the SEI conceptualization and evaluation, we provided a comprehensive analysis of an SCS1 replication. This analysis supports the findings of previous research, provides a detailed comparison between very distinct contexts used in previous works and raises important questions regarding the current CER validated instruments and how the community interprets their results, offering constructive feedback to instrument designers. We propose that future replication studies using validated tools as benchmarks should carefully examine question-level performances and dissimilarities in performance as well as investigate the question contents to present argumentation to such dissimilarities.

This study of the prototype SEI shows its potential to outline a context independent framework that instructors can use to create comparable SEIs tailored for specific needs. Following Ross [38] guidelines to improve self-evaluation and prior research results [30], we recommend future work to improve reliability and validity of instruments aimed at a particular context (language and behavior).

Tailored instruments could include customizing the number of levels (e.g. an A0 level could be meaningful to K-8 but not to CS1 instructors); the number of sub-levels based on the expected complexity of code that students usually work with; and providing contextualized examples. The number and types of concepts in the SEI should also reflect course contents and contexts; for instance, an SEI for a functional CS1 would focus on different concepts.

We only analyzed a single course in a MOOC context, which reduces generalization claims. In future validations, we aim to improve the clarity of descriptors by collecting student feedback, conduct qualitative investigations of student reasoning while answering the instrument, and replicate this work in other contexts.
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